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Aside from structural repairing and retrofitting, fiber‐reinforced polymers (FRP) composites have
been gradually developed as advanced structural materials to achieve high performance and
longevity in new construction. However, due to insufficient evaluation on service life of FRP for
construction under various conditions and the lacking of key technologies and innovative
applications, the applications of FRP in construction are still limited. Focusing on above limitations,
the authors’ team have conducted a series of innovative researches in the past ten years on
developing advanced basalt FRP composites and various stable composite products, proposing
evaluation methods of short‐ and long‐term behavior of FRP, as well as enhancing FRP integrated
behavior through hybridization, matrix modification, pretension treatment and intelligence
technology. Based on above advancement of FRP composites, a series of innovative applications
and key technologies of FRP in new construction were developed, comprising durable concrete
structures reinforced with both FRP and steel reinforcing bars, prestressed FRP tendons, FRP grids,
damage controllable and recoverable seismic structures with hybrid FRP and steel bars, lightweight
and longevity of long‐span bridges with various FRP cables and composite FRP‐concrete deck
system, and intelligent structures with FRP smart bars. Based on above breakthrough in both FRP
materials and structural application technologies, the authors suggest that deeper understanding
and comprehensive evaluation of FRP’s behavior according to structural needs are necessary.
Meanwhile, performing FRP advantages through multi types of FRP composites, hybridization with
conventional materials, prestressing technologies and intelligent FRP are the key issues to push
forward successful applications of FRP in major engineering structures.
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